MEDIA CREATOR

I AM A
BRAND

ARE YOU AWARE OF THE
MEDIA YOU'RE CREATING?

WHAT IS YOUR
BRAND?

ARE YOU REPRESENTING
YOUR OWN VALUES?

I'M PART TIME
TEACHER. BUT
THE REST OF
THE TIME - I AM
A GRAPHIC
DESIGNER
VITEK VOTROUBEK

DAYS OF BRANDING
DAY 1

DAY 5

IDENTITY

STRATEGY

Philosophy behind branding and why
everyone has a brand

Planning your actions towards to achieve
your goals and dreams

DAY 2

DAY 6

EXPLORING

REFLECTION

See what brands are there and what we can
learn from them

Reality check and steps to take to improve
what the future holds

DAY 3

DAY 7

When to compromise and when to stand
your ground

Last strategy planning for the future and the
sad goodbye

BALANCE

FOCUS

Learning and teaching during workshops
done by participants

WHAT AFTER?

I AM AWARE OF MY BRAND
Actions we took to implement the experience
and knowledge gained during exchange
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DAY 4

CLOSING

YOUR BRAND
IS WHAT
OTHER PEOPLE
SAY ABOUT
YOU WHEN
YOU'RE NOT IN
THE ROOM
JEFF BEZOS, AMAZON

WHAT'S SURROUNDING YOU? WHAT DID YOU HAVE FOR
BREAKFAST? WHAT KIND OF SHOES ARE YOU WEARING?
WHAT IS THE LAST THING YOU POSTED ON FACEBOOK? WHAT
IS THE LAST THING YOU BOUGHT? WHAT ARE YOUR VALUES?
WHAT PEOPLE YOU HAVE IN YOUR FRIENDS' CIRCLE? WHAT
EXPRESSION ARE YOU MAKING RIGHT NOW?

ARE YOU AWARE THAT
YOU ARE A BRAND?

DAY 1
FILOSOPHY

Keeping up with the latest trends is time and
energy consuming , and very often people lose
their own identity during the process of finding
their image. There are three essential key points
behind the philosophy of self branding to ensure
we stay unique and happy with how we portray
ourselves:

1. It is important to be aware of your current
image as it is how people perceive you. You have
the power of choice to decide what that image is
going to be - online and offline.
2. Knowing your values is knowing yourself,
really, They help to set our standards in life and
relating them to our image connects us with
like-minded people.
3. Every person is different so why make your
brand similar to someone else's ? Environment,
people surrounding you and your own
experience creates the person that you are thus
your brand is authentic.

MIND MAPPING

A mind map is a technique to help improve
the way we record information, and then
understand the structure of a subject. It
supports and enhances the creative process
of problem solving and breaks down the
subject into smaller, more manageable parts
that are more easier to accomplish.

Creating your own self brand mind map is a
way to get an in-depth understanding of the
structure of it; breaking this subject into
smaller topics helps to visualise specific steps
that you need to take to improve your own
self image. Achieving small objectives, for
example changing your profile image on social
media, could be your first exercise.

is a person who makes photographs.

18

Choosing a good
cake for the wed
is a form of sweet dessert that is
typically baked.

22

The importance of
flower arrangement

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY

PEOPLE ARE AFRAID OF
CAMERAS. WE DON'T KNOW
HOW ARE WE GOING TO BE
SEEN. THAT'S WHY WE ARE
HERE - TO OVERCOME THIS
FEAR AND CHANGE IT TO OUR
ADVANTAGE

It is important to understanding basic
principals behind portrait photography by
using golden rule of thirds, patterns and
symmetry, framing , background; using the
correct camera settings depending on the
environmental surroundings.

GEORGE MIHAILA

is a person who makes photographs.

18

Choosing a good
cake for the wed
is a form of sweet dessert that is
typically baked.

22

The importance of
flower arrangement
sometimes known as a bloom or
blossom, is the reproductive structure
found in plants that are floral

30

Wedding Couple
Advices
two people to whom each is the
significant other of the other

Capturing different emotions of the participants. The one of whom the picture is being
taken of chooses the emotion and the group discusses what it is.

DAY 2
BRANDS OF LONDON
London is one of the most well-known capitals in
the world for its fashion and branding; thus finding
people with strong personal brands is not a difficult
task for the participant. Proposing a challenge to
explain to a child what self branding might seem as
an easy task but it is only if you can explain five
year old in simple words what it is then you can
really understand it yourself.

IF YOU LIKE
DINOSAURS, YOU HAVE
TO SHOW IT TO THE
WHOLE WORLD SO
THAT EVERYONE
KNOWS
JITKA FLÉGLOVÁ
EXPLAINING TO A CHILD
WHAT SELF BRANDING IS

WORLD CAFE
World Cafe is a method for hosting
a large group of people to achieve
creative and constructive dialogue.
Participants share their ideas and
advantages/disadvantages on using
social media, evaluate their
personal skills such as public
speaking and offline image, create
symbols that represent themselves
the best as well as share social
media tools and platforms that can
be used for self branding.

editor's note

CAPTURING MOMENTS
OF CREATION

One of the task in the World Cafe in the exchange
was to capture spontaneous movements of each
participant. Activity allowed unplanned
movements and gestures to be recorded as a way
of self expression and a magical video was born.
Participants were encouraged to use their initiative
and creativity as the camera was left on the roll to
seize the moment of imagination, show of love and
friendship, and madness.

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Public speaking is an important aspect of our image
- interactions with other people is a part of our self
brand, it creates a picture how people perceive us.
Although the most apparent way of sharing your
ideas is through words, researches show that it is
the para-verbal and non-verbal communication
that has the biggest impact on others - not the
actual words.
Taking into consideration that people may come
form different cultural backgrounds, there are a
few universal rules that anyone can apply to help
sell their ideas or brand better.
Correct body language could be used as a tool to
improve representation - to be seen as more
confident, approachable, honest, believable or to
attract and preserve people's attention during a
speech. Every gesture, facial expression or a small
change in your voice can influence the your image
so understand how to use it to your advantage.

WHAT IF WE COULD SEE
THINGS THAT ARE NOT WHAT
THEY SEEM? LIKE IF AN
ELEPHANT COULD TALK? OR A
MOUSE COULD FLY? OR IF WE
COULD FINALLY SEE AN
ONION CRY?
SALES PITCH FOR A CREATIVE
DIRECTOR'S POSITION BY INGRIDA
MILKO

I AM
RESPONSIBLE
FOR MY OWN
EXPERIENCE
5th Rule of Media Creator exchanges

DAY 3
BLINDFOLD AND SLACKLINE

Gaining technical skills is easier than
learning how to find a balance within
oneself. Both exercises provide a platform
where the participants learn to do so in
order to achieve silver lining between
being independent and relying on others
for support, believing in yourself and
seeking for assistance in others.

THE ACTIVITIES ARE THERE
TO HELP YOU FIND
BALANCE AND TRUST IN
EACH OTHER AS WELL AS
WITHIN YOURSELVES
ANGELA ACIOBĂNIȚEI

EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO
LEAD OTHERS

GEORGE, PARTICIPANT OF THE
PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO
EXCHANGE

TODAY I
FACED ONE OF
MY BIGGEST
FEARS IN LIFE.
AND I
SUCCEEDED
GABRIELE
KALANTATITE

DAY 3
VIDEO PRODUCTION
Understanding basics of video making
is an essential key point for any kind of
image recording activity - be it a v-log,
short movie, self commercial or even a
video CV. Having the competences
such as composition, framing,
technique, concept and video editing
program knowledge is fundamental to
produce quality content.

Teaming up groups of people with different
styles, ideas and amount of knowledge on
video making is an amazing opportunity to
generate original product. Using and
sharing their experience gained so far
participants have created minute long
videos depicting advantages and
disadvantages of social media in daily lives.

DAY 4
WORKSHOP TASK

Every single participant joining the
program come with diverse knowledge and
experience in various fields. The task is
provided to create a platform where they
are encouraged to share those skills whilst
gaining experience in managing their own
organisational, time-keeping and
presentation competences during their
own workshops.

Topics vary from gaining technical skills in
digital design and video programs such as
Photoshop, Photoshop Lightroom and Premiere
to learning about social media tools and how to
use them, for example mastering ins and outs
on Instagram.
Treasure hunt is one of the activities that is
organised by the participants to gain
knowledge in creating team building
experiences well as other competences
mentioned before. It usually happens during
night time which creates a relaxed atmosphere
for the participants to bond.

DAY 4
WORKSHOPS BY PARTICIPANTS
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TIPS FOR TRAVELLING

BUDGETING BEFOREHAND

is the movement of people between
relatively distant geographical locations.

is a quantitative expression of a plan for a
defined period of time.

CREATING A
VIDEO IS LIKE
PUTTING
TOGETHER A
PUZZLE. YOU
HAVE THE PIECES
- ALL YOU NEED
TO DO IS PUT
THEM IN ORDER
TO MAKE ONE
PICTURE
GEORGE MIHAILA

DAY 5
FINAL WORKSHOP AND VLOGGING
IN LONDON
Last workshop has given the knowledge on tools
and their use on video editing. Participants were
given short videos clips from a black and white
movie to create one video using sound and
image effects as well as help from more
experienced participants on what the tricks and
tips are to make it more appealing and
interesting.

Surprisingly, considering every team got the
same materials, the ending product from each
team was very original in their style and
presentation.

This workshop also inspired and provided skills
to to the following task - making a vlog (video
blog). During their time in the city centre of
London, short videos were created and posted
on social media about the different participants'
experiences in the city.

DAY 6
REALITY CHECK

To make any changes in our lives we all
have to have a reality check - to
understand where we stand, what skills
and knowledge do we have and how we
evaluate it, what are our surroundings,
what is our appearances and how do
people see us online as well as offline ;
basically, only what facts can we say about
ourselves.

Self-evaluation of personal competences
and image is a great start. It gives more indepth knowledge about our actual skills
and perception of our image; only after a
reality check can we see the areas we need
to improve on and create goals to achieve
our goals to become more professional,
approachable, memorable, popular ,
productive or even more creative.
Working in groups of two participants can
see how they are perceived on social media
by their partners; and to find out the
reasons behind it, for example why are
some posts are more liked than others,
why has a particular picture gained more
reactions than the rest of them.

DAY 6
TOOLS AND CONSULTATIONS ON
SELF BRAND

Just because we know what we want does
not mean we know HOW to accomplish it that is the reason why we learn about the
tools that can help us achieve our
objectives. Representation of self brand is
in every step anyone takes to get employed
- it being a CV, logo, portfolio, email
signature or even a profile picture.

Participants diving in groups to create full
online image packages to implement their
different skills and knowledge to help
improve selected participants'
employability. Using tools shared and
brainstormed before they design CVs,
logos and profile pictures according to a
persons character, values and based on the
companies they would apply to.

DAY 6
GUEST SPEAKER ON HIS SUCCESS

Who else is better to learn from than the
person that has created and sold an app
that has almost 30 millions downloads so
far? Guest speaker Jonas Lekevicius, the
mastermind behind the app's success,
shares his experience and tips on creating
amazing products as well as the struggles
he has faced during his time during
developing stages after the app was
launched.

One of the facts that the listeners get to
understand is that some times you have to rely on
luck but most of it is being persistent. In the early
days, he has had quite a few amazing star ups
which have been fruitless but the fact he has
learned from his mistakes and have improved on
the things he could change, even getting more
ideas on how to develop from feedback he has
gotten has showed him the tools to progress. It is
truly inspirational to hear a successful man's fears
and struggles he had to face in order to achieve
what he has now.

DAY 7
CIRCLE OF CREATIVITY
Circle of creativity is a method to help
understand and achieve your goals better and
how to put them into action in a more
productive way creating a step by step
strategy plan. It is a clear and easy way to plan
your thoughts and actions to make something
happen, although it does require some indepth introspective on your own values,
lifestyle and what action you can realistically
take to accomplish your tasks or even life
goals.

Circle of creativity used on self branding is
practised to systematise actions based on each
participant's unique personal values and
realistic situation of where they at the moment
in their lives. with the help of their buddies
given by the exchange. It is done to improve
their image online and offline, and to help
increase their employment as well as
productivity to achieve their short and long
term goals.

WHAT AFTER?
I AM AWARE OF MY BRAND
After the intense week of activity filled days
and lack of sleep everyone goes to their lives
back home - the difference this time is that we
are now aware of what our values are, what
skills and tools we can use to promote and
what to improve to help better create an
appropriate image to how we want to be
perceived.

It might take a long time to implement all of
the knowledge gained from the exchange but
what we all can start doing from now is start
using social media to our advantage! Have you
started looking for people with similar values
and dreams? Have you posted anything
relevant to the objective of your ambition?
Have you tried breaking down your goal into
smaller parts using a mind map? Have you
already shown the world your BRAND?

Pictures posted during first week after the exchange

Pictures posted during first week after the exchange

Pictures posted during first week after the exchange

FACILITATORS
DREAM TEAM INTRODUCING THEMSELVES

I WANT TO LEARN
NEW THINGS SO I
CAN IMPROVE IN
LIFE. LACK OF MY
ENGLISH SKILLS IS
JUST A LITTLE
PROBLEM

MOST OF MY STARTUPS WERE
UNSUCCESSFUL SO I
REALLY HAVE TO
START THINKING
LIKE A BRAND

Przemek
Lejowski

Justinas
Brikys

I GRADUATED IN
DESIGN AND STILL
WORK IN A BAR.
STILL LOOKING FOR
MY PATH IN LIFE

I AM OPENING A
HOSTEL IN THE
MOUNTAINS. I ALSO
SHOULD BE WRITING
MY PHD BUT HERE
WE ARE

I - SOMEHOW HAVE BEEN
WORKING WITH
GEORGE FOR SOME
YEARS NOW. LOVE
LEGO AND
ENGINEERING

Simona
Birbilaite

George
Adrian Oprea

Angela
Aciobăniței
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WE ARE
MEDIA CREATORS
WE ARE BRANDS
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